Introduction
Realistic models of large building interiors would revolutionize many applications. Virtual training of emergency response personnel becomes more effective if the virtual environments are believable replica of real world buildings. In another example, detailed models of building interiors that capture the actual furnishing of each room enable high-fidelity computer simulations of the propagation of fire or of airborne contaminants. Photorealistic models built efficiently are useful for advertising indoor spaces such as hotel rooms, real estate properties, and historic homes of local, national, or world cultural heritage importance.
Automated 3D modeling is a difficult problem at the intersection of computer graphics, computer vision, and engineering. While capturing models of a relatively small scene from outside its bounding volume-the outside looking in casehas been extensively studied, the techniques developed scale poorly to the inside looking out case, where a large scene has to be acquired from within. Existing methods for inside looking out modeling are either manual labor intensive (e.g. 3dsmax, AutoCad), slow (e.g. stereo), require bulky / expensive equipment (e.g. laser range finding), or create overly simplified models (e.g. color panoramas). Color panoramas are currently the only widely used modeling technique that can handle large scale environments. Panoramas are easy to acquire and allow for photorealistic interactive exploration of the modeled environment. However, the user cannot translate away from the acquisition point since the panoramas do not store geometry, which precludes many of the applications listed above.
System Overview
The goal of our research is efficient modeling of large building interiors. The models should be obtained at a low time, operator expertise, and equipment cost, yet they should enable photorealistic interactive visualization. We reach these goals based on (1) robust dense color and sparse depth at interactive rates, and (2) immediate operator feedback, who maximizes the impact of depth acquisition and validates the model in real time.
We designed a structured light acquisition device, called the ModelCamera, consisting of a video camera and an attached laser system. A custom diffraction grating splits the laser beam into a 7x7 or 11x11 matrix pattern. Bright dots are unambiguously detected in the video frame leveraging epipolar constraints. Detected dots are translated into depth samples by triangulation. Dense color and sparse depth video frames are merged into a model at the rate of 5 -10 Hz. The evolving model is continually displayed providing feedback to the operator. The operator avoids oversampling geometrically simple regions, assembles the model from individual sections, and validates the model.
To simplify frame to frame registration we restrict the motion of the acquisition device to two parallax-free degrees of freedom using a bracket that allows panning and tilting about the camera's center of projection. Individual frames are registered using the color data, by minimizing the color difference at the overlap region, or directly, using shaft encoders. The registered dense color and sparse depth frames are integrated in a depth-enhanced panorama (DEP), which is a 3D texture-mapped triangle mesh acquired from a single viewpoint. DEPs maintain the advantages of regular color panoramas such as efficient acquisition and photorealistic interactive visualization, but they store geometry which enables viewpoint translation, and provides support for applications that require explicit geometry. DEPs are well suited as a primitive for large scale indoor modeling. A DEP captures efficiently and effectively a small room, a large room section, or a corridor section. A DEP stores sufficient data for fitting proxy geometry with minimal operator input. The proxy geometry is then used to register sections together leveraging same planar surface constraints specific to indoor architectural environments.
Results
As proof of concept we have modeled a campus building (Figure 1) . The corridors are captured by acquiring a DEP every 7 -10 m and are modeled as coarse geometry enhanced with occasional embedded geometric detail. Each room is captured by acquiring a single DEP, is enhanced with proxy geometry, and is then registered with the corridors. While we do not capture all surfaces inside a room, the model supports convincing exploration of the indoor space. The entire 3D model covers 1400 m 2 of floor space, making it to the best of our knowledge the largest acquired indoor scene. 
